PRODUCT RELEASE

Radio Frequency and Thermal Testing Collide

ADVANCED RF ENCLOSURE SPECIALISTS NOW OFFERING THERMAL CAPABILITY

Toronto, ON, Canada, April 5th 2018 – DVTEST Inc., a leading manufacturer of Advanced RF test enclosures,
announced today the ofﬁcial launch of the dbSAFE TSE thermal testing compatible RF enclosures. DVTEST prides
itself for advanced engineering in wireless test and will begin shipping these new enclosures in early 2018.
According to Tony Tirelli, VP of DVTEST, “This is the ﬁ rst unit of its kind on the market and the newest development in
our product evolution.” He goes on to explain, “We have been building RF and Thermal enclosures for years, it is ﬁ tting
that we merge the two technologies together.”
The dbSAFE Thermal RF Shielded Enclosures are an expansion to the dbSAFE portfolio. Compatible with all platforms
of temperature forcing units, DVTEST’s “waveguide” technology ensures isolation performance will not be impacted.
The operating temperature range of the dbSAFE TSE is from -90°C to +220°C. Additional features include: internal
manifold, air distribution, ﬁxturing and UUT positioning. For further ﬂexibility to the popular dbSAFE product line,
DVTEST is offering a thermal RF upgrade option.
About DVTEST Inc:
Founded in Toronto in 1985, DVTEST is a wireless test company specializing in the design and production of RF test
enclosures and wireless test systems. Demonstrating a passion for ultimate performance, these robust and durable RF
test enclosures shield unwanted signals in device testing resulting in better measurement results. DVTEST is constantly
inventing and preparing for future technological developments to ensure each customer’s needs are always covered.
DVTEST is committed to excellence and exceeding customer expectations every day. Reliably meeting needs with quick
deliveries and economical options, DVTEST’s product line of RF Test Enclosures offers custom upgrade capabilities to
meet every engineer’s testing requirements.
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